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Archived from the original on 2012-12-03. Adventure Gamers. Objects will stay in inventory until players need to use them. It is a superb real-time strategic MMO taking place in a map which rolls out on hundreds of kilometers (in the virtual world, of course). ‘Rise of Kingdoms’ happens to be massive. But soon after The Book of Water was released,
since July 2011, PlayFirst cancelled releasing casual games on PC/Mac platforms in order to focus on its growing mobile gaming market.[8] Because PlayFirst holds the rights to publish the Dream Chronicles series, that forced its developer KatGames to move on with other projects; namely The Cross Formula, a Dream Chronicles-alike game was
released in early 2012.[9] Partly due to that cancellation, The Book of Water was cut short its development time, thus making itself felt unfinished and awkward; it was also the last collaboration between PlayFirst and KatGames, and The Book of Fire will not be developed and released. You can check this game out on the App Store or Google play
right now. Retrieved 2011-05-24. After that, you will be offered a little piece of land for cultivating in one of your cities. "The Cross Formula Preview". Merrow's cottage was once a sanctuary for fairies escaping into the mortal realm. The objects that players find may be used in a scene other than the one they found it in. Retrieved 2011-11-19. A man
called the Clockmaker sent her searching through a strange, unearthly realm to find golden keys and return them to the Crater of Time. We have been playing the game Rise of Kingdoms for hours on end, yet we feel as if we haven’t even touched the surface of it. All these buildings come with the option of upgrading, and such upgrades do take time,
which means you have to queue them up in the hut of the builder. Reception Like the fourth game, it has been received mixed reviews from casual game critics. Do that again. On August 31, 2011, a high-definition version of this game was available via App Store for iPad device,[3] and the latest version was updated on November 27, 2012. and many
more.[1][2] Compared to other games in the series, it is the least successful and the lowest charting Dream Chronicles game to date. No plants grow in his frozen wasteland but long ago Aeval brought him flowers from a more hospitable clime, and their image is now pressed into various pieces throughout the Clockmaker’s domain. Retrieved 201005-28. "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Detail". Grinnyp concluded her review, and further declared: "Stunning to look at, a joy to listen to (the soundtrack is lovely as always), challenging, entertaining, and downright fun, Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water is a worthy successor to those games that have come before, while setting the stage
for the (hopefully) big wrap-up that is to come."[5] Meanwhile, Neilie Johnson spent most time in his The Book of Water review to explain the reason why Dream Chronicles series had "evolved into one of the most successful casual game franchises in existence and no wonder."[6] He gave the game 2 stars out of 5, and said: "After half an hour or so,
you'll realize the game looks familiar. Just two days before the game's scheduled release, the content was leaked online. This is not the game of your dreams."[6] Adventure Gamers continued their negative streak at Dream Chronicles series by gave The Book of Water 2 stars out of 5. You do not need to fight the entire world on your own. However,
there is a small room allocated for the characters. But thanks to the speed up cards, you can skip them. Smith (2011-05-28). But the folk of Wish have little desire to visit those distant places. She can find the seven signs inside the seven caves of the Crater, only if she have the seven corresponding mystic figurines. Retrieved 2011-05-21. Although
fairies cannot kill, Kenrick is half-fairy half-mortal like Lyra. 2011 video gameDream Chronicles: The Book of WaterSteam header for The Book of WaterDeveloper(s)KatGamesPublisher(s)PlayFirstDirector(s)Miguel TartajProducer(s)Aaron NorstadDesigner(s)Miguel TartajProgrammer(s)David GonzalezMiguel Angel LinanRaul Buissn
EsporrinArtist(s)Pablo Vietto3dBrigadeWriter(s)Michelle WoodsDevin GraysonComposer(s)Adam GubmanSeriesDream ChroniclesEnginePlayground SDKPlatform(s)Microsoft WindowsmacOSiOSRelease April 24, 2011 PC/Mac, Collector's April 24, 2011[1] PC/Mac, Standard May 27, 2011[2] iOS, Standard August 31, 2011[3] Genre(s)Adventure,
puzzleMode(s)Single player Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water (often shortened to Dream Chronicles 5 or The Book of Water) is a 2011 adventure and puzzle casual game developed by KatGames and originally published by PlayFirst. Smith (2011-05-24). It involves completing researches, bringing on more troops, brushing up your horsemanship,
& a gazillion of others such tasks, with all them being essential for attaining greatness. do you remember playing as Faye?"[4] For those players who experienced the Collector's Edition content, they would be treated to a parallel – prequel storyline. Faye hears Lilith's awful voice once again, then day instantly turns into night. Development The Book
of Water takes the story to darker places in which not any other Dream Chronicles game has venturedOn March 30, 2011, almost a month before Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water was released, the publisher PlayFirst's blog, Inside PlayFirst, uploaded a blog post including a video depicting the developer KatGames' offices where Dream
Chronicles series has been made. They can be used to light up a dark place ("Illuminate"), reconstruct objects of things broken apart in pieces ("Weld"), reveal invisible things or secret ("Reveal"), and permits seeing someone Lyra love that is far away ("Vision"). She enters her house, and sees her father Fidget lying terribly ill on the sofa. Archived
from the original on 2012-12-02. When players play again under the same name, some of the key items themselves will be in different places the second times around. ^ a b c "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water by PlayFirst, Inc. ^ a b c d e f g Inside PlayFirst (2011-04-24). He keeps it locked up with a special magic gramophone. "Adventure
Gamers: Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water". At the end of the game, players earn an overall high score. This game, Rise of Kingdoms, allows you to go through the experience of their plight in real life, & at a scale that we have never witnessed on smartphones in the past. Both editions feature the main single-mode game, while the Collector's one
also includes a bonus game in which players can play as Faye, three extra locations, several mini-puzzles, eight wallpapers, and a detailed walkthrough from the developer.[4] On August 31, 2011, a high-definition version of this game was available via App Store for iPad device.[3] Similar to the fourth game, it was met with mixed reviews from casual
game critics, describing it as "a pure point-and-click adventure experience of the old Myst school of gameplay, with some minor hidden object elements mixed in,"[5] though they heavily criticized it for "[having] let the [Dream Chronicles] franchise down" and for being short, dull, uninteresting, and ending terribly, which is "bound to leave a bad taste
in your mouth."[6] The game itself was moderately successful, and reached the top-ten of the charts in most major casual game charts, but failed to attain the top position in any of them.[1][2] It only reached the top of the iWin.com's Top 100 Games and Shockwave.com's Top Download Games chart.[7] Compared to other games in the series, it is the
lowest charting and reviewed Dream Chronicles game to date. Players can use "Locator" button on the left edge to highlight objects that they can pick up, including Dream Pieces. Jay Is Games. PlayFirst. You could also seek help, for things like pacing up your research and leveling up the procedures. Retrieved 2011-03-30. On the same day, The Book
of Water's teaser trailer was posted on Dream Chronicles Fan Page on Facebook, and on PlayFirst's YouTube profile. All these happen at a real-time, continuous open-world situation, alongside numerous notifications that inform you about what is going on while you are doing something else on your device. Faye forges three figurines, and they work
well in the Crater of Time, but something does not seem right. You have the option of building roads & planting trees as well. Desperate and angry, Lyra tries to find a cure for her father only to make the situation worse. Set in a mystical world of realistic fantasy where mortal and fairy realms collide, continuing the story from where Dream
Chronicles: The Book of Air ended, The Book of Water tells the strange journey of an extraordinary girl named Lyra who has found her way home only to discover that the Fairy Queen of Dreams—her family's biggest rival—has cast a menacing storm over all of her beloved Town of Wish. In The Book of Water, the Nexus only appeared in the bonus
chapter, and connects to the Herbalist's house. "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Review". Archived from the original on 2012-12-09. Retrieved 2011-05-27. "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water on Jay Is Games". Gameplay Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water is structured much like Dream Chronicles: The Book of Air and other games in the
series with some minor twists. At Lilith's behest, he destroyed Tangle, and Lyra's fairy grandmother Aeval has gone to bury him in the Eternal Maze. Positive reviews described the game as "a pure point-and-click adventure experience of the old Myst school of gameplay, with some minor hidden object elements mixed in,"[5] while negative reviews
criticized it heavily for "[having] let the [Dream Chronicles] franchise down" and being "short, dull and uninteresting and its terrible ending is bound to leave a bad taste in your mouth."[6] ReceptionReview scoresPublicationScoreAdventure Gamers[13]Gamezebo[6]Jay Is Games(favorable)[5] The first (and the only positive) review came from Grinnyp,
an editor of Jay Is Games, in which she opened her review by stating: "The Dream Chronicles series of point-and-click adventures [...] manages to capture within its gameplay both the beauty and the danger whereof we dream."[5] She also felt that the developer's decision of reusing scenes in the game was much of the fun, and was a nostalgic look
back. In terms of fighting, you have to keep up not the troops of your only, but, the RPG commanders as well. This ain’t a part of this game. It is an insular place, far from cities and civilization. The main critical consensus is: "The fifth casual adventure installment looks as beautiful as ever, but the well of creativity and substance has run dry."[13] The
reviewer, Merlina McGovern, praised the game's gorgeous art and animations and some beautifully rendered puzzles, while criticized its short game length, flimsy story, easy and repetitive puzzles; some seemingly unfinished elements hint at a more substantial adventure; far too many recycled locations. PadGadget. From home chores to bloodbaths
of war, skirmishes with close barbarians to diplomacy with alliances who are far away, from battling through military stages to applying buffs, all of that with the help of a few taps on your phone screen. Merrow's Cottage: Merrow is an inventor who left the fairy realm, but took one of the mystic figurines with him. The low temperatures at the
Clockmaker's House are useful for slowing any clocks that might consider racing ahead. ^ Inside PlayFirst (2011-05-21). By joining into an alliance, you will connect yourself to a complete alliance domain, alongside shared liabilities & assets. Entering the Town of Wish, Lyra finds out that her hometown is completely isolate as everyone has left. The
rain has stopped, Fidget’s strength is returning, but Faye is missing and nowhere to be found now. Aaron compared that feature to other games: "It’s unlike anything I've seen in other Collector's Editions."[4] On May 21, some exclusive concept artworks for The Book of Water was released on Inside PlayFirst. With the help of the plants, Faye's
mother-in-law Aeval guides her to the Herbalist's House to make a cure potion for Fidget. KatGames had to reuse several previous games' scenes, background music, and sound effects. Gamezebo. By clicking on this button, players will be revealed a hint or objective in a board. In order to activate Dream Jewels, players need to fill them with Dream
Pieces which are thrown throughout. Faye break free from the dream, as she did 10 years before, but cannot wake her husband Fidget. The town is completely desolate, her mother is missing, and her father is gravely ill, forcing her to embark on a quest to counter the evil spell and seek answers to save her family and hometown.[4] The game
includes both new and returning characters and locations from the previous games. The Barge City: This is an enchanting fishing village built over the water, well south of the Village of Wish, is the home of many fishermen and merchants, and where houses float on water, connected by wooden boardwalks. Their homes are secure in their beloved
village where, they believe, no harm can come to them. Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water spans several distinct areas that can be traveled to by airship whenever players click the destinations on the in-game map. ^ James C. Synopsis Setting For more Dream Chronicles locations, see Dream Chronicles (series) § Setting. You have these available
at a constant amount, with every one of them awarding you with logs, food, currency, and some other resources as well. You have the option of loading the game, upgrading multiple buildings, sending out a couple scouts, training some of your troops, and usually ramp up your small city as you wait for your bus to arrive. Similarly, the graphics on this
game are very detailed & serviceable. The exclusive video tour was specially made for PlayFirst's Local Fan Day in which they invited fans to their office for the launch of Dream Chronicles: The Book of Air.[10] There is a lot of stuff in store for players in The Book of Water as it takes the story to a darker place where not any other Dream Chronicles
game has ventured. Smith (2011-04-24). "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Strategy Guide Detail". The eternal snow keeps the Clockmaker’s parts pristine. On April 22, just two days before the game's scheduled release, the full game were leaked online. Some items may not become visible in a scene right away, players must perform other tasks
first before they become visible. ^ a b James C. The Crater of Time: This barren area holds the seven magic symbols needed to stop the Eternal Storm spell. The hint system is much more evolved and enhanced than all of previous Dream Chronicles games. They are locked inside seven mysterious caves. Play as Faye in the prequel to Lyra's journey in
The Book of Water find out what happened just moments before Lyra's story began. The notable feature, which only featured in the Collector's Edition of the game, is that players can play as Faye in the bonus chapter, besides playing as the main character Lyra. The pros: A ton of options Massive world Amazing online modes The cons: Lack of
originality The presentation seems a bit basic You must have a feel for megalomanic tyrants of the past. There are eight pictures including: The Toy Shop, and Lyra's House in the Town of Wish; the Herbalist's Garden; The crash shot outside of Wish at the beginning of the game; the Prison of Fire (the last scene of the Collector's Edition's bonus
game), and some other minor items from the game.[11] Release and post-release Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water was first presented limitedly as a beta version on December 3, 2010 for the publisher PlayFirst's beta players. It was officially first released as Collector's Edition digitally on April 24, 2011 by PlayFirst.[1] The Standard Edition was
released a month later on May 27, 2011.[2] Each edition was quickly available on PlayFirst's exclusive partner, Big Fish Games, on the following day of each release date. There are no lists of items to find but a huge amount of inventory based puzzles, logical riddles and quests to solve, which have been scattered through the locations in the game.
"Exclusive Video Tour: The Creators of Dream Chronicles". Did you decipher that far? Faye mixes the potion, but Aeval sends her a warning through the plants that a potion to break a water spell can sometimes kill, not heal. Each time you employ a scout, you give birth to more of the gameplay. ^ a b c d James C. Good. Plot For more Dream
Chronicles characters, see Dream Chronicles (series) § Characters. [...] Despite the recycling of gameplay and art, the game is very short [...] and worse, has an abrupt, cliffhanger ending."[6] Feeling the bonus game was just as repetitive and uncreative as the main one, Neilie cited: "Post-ending, the pain still doesn't end since there's a half-baked
bonus chapter wherein you play as Faye, doing all the things Lyra envisioned her doing during the first part of the adventure. At the very center of the City hall of yours, & as you keep leveling up your building, you get access to different sorts of buildings, which even includes the general collection of stable, farm, academy, barracks, lumber mill,
archery range, & a lot more. The Book of Water was first presented limitedly as a beta version on December 3, 2010. Lilith is after them again, and Faye has to find out the reason why. And one more time. She feels unconscious, and has a nightmare of Lilith and Kenrick. Molds are used in the Forge to create Dream Jewels to open new places in the
Nexus Gateway in Dream Chronicles: The Chosen Child, or to create magical figurines in The Book of Water. ^ Erin Bell (2011-11-25). You can also give funds to research projects of alliance level. 2011-08-31. The majority of it got covered inside the fog caused by the war, a small map at the top-right corner that indicates the amount of the world that
is on the screen. Like the previous game The Book of Air, Dream Chronicles’ feature factor called "Dream Jewels" come with four special powers (one ability was lifted compared to the fourth game). The Obelisk: This imposing structure holds a magical figurine inside, but it is not easy to access or open. References ^ a b c d James C. But if there are
not any, the power of hints is not used. Retrieved 2011-06-15. And only the Clockmaker knows where the fourth figurine is, he might share that secret for the right price. All these come with their personal skill trees. To punish Fidget, Lilith cast a spell funneling his life essence into the Eternal Storm, which forced Faye to travel to the Herbalist's
House to find a magical cure potion for him. The "Locator" needs to be fully charged to work, and it will charge up over time. There are so many things stashed inside this game, as a matter of fact, it may turn into something fiddly sometimes. You have to utilize the zoom feature even within the city for avoiding pressing the wrong building mistakenly.
If you are interested, you could help your other alliance teams by offering donations or troops. [...] And just when you thought things just couldn't get any crummier, the bonus chapter also ends on an abrupt, insultingly unfinished cliffhanger."[6] He concluded his review, saying: "Sorry, Dream Chronicles fans. Too familiar, and for very good reason.
The third figurine was taken long ago by a fairy named Merrow, and he locked it up in his magical gramophone. The first figurine is in the water at the center of Barge City, Lyra must use a magic fishing pole to fish it out. Another beta version was leaked on January 18, 2011. ^ Inside PlayFirst (2011-03-30). Some puzzles were also cut short and
lacked difficulty towards the end; and even the same voice-over was used for both Lyra and Faye; thus overall making The Book of Water felt unfinished and simplistic. While we haven’t covered the details, you get the basic picture of it. In the bonus chapter, players play as Faye in the prequel to Lyra's journey in The Book of Water to find out what
happened just moments before Lyra's story began. We would start from the beginning. "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water concept art". Gratefully, there happen to be missions, quests, and also regular objectives that help you barge forward. The last, unicorn figurine is buried in the field next to the Herbalist's House. Three figurines needed to be
forged at the Nexus gateway, as Faye returns to the Herbalist to enter it. The Book of Water was preceded by Dream Chronicles: The Book of Air (2010). Both editions feature the main single-mode game, while the Collector's one also includes a special bonus game in which players can play as Faye to find out what happened to the Town of Wish
before Lyra's story starts, three extra locations, several mini-puzzles, eight wallpapers, and a detailed walkthrough from the developer.[4] These extra features (excluding the bonus game) was released exclusively as a stand-alone piece, Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Strategy Guide, along with the release of the Standard Edition on Big Fish
Games on May 28.[12] The game itself was moderately successful, and reached the top-ten of the charts in most major casual game charts, but failed to attain the top position in any of them. You begin by selecting to play as 1 out of the 8 civilizations – Rome, France, Germany, Spain, China, Britain, Japan & Korea. Swipe your way towards the corner
of the small map & you’d get to one more of such small maps. It only reached the top of the iWin.com's Top 100 Games and Shockwave.com's Top Download Games chart,[7] while peaking number-two on Big Fish Games, GameHouse, and Pogo.com; number-four on PlayFirst; number-five on Amazon.com... Some puzzles have a skip button available,
players just have to wait until it is filled to use it. ^ a b c d e Grinnyp (2011-04-24). Known for his expertise in potion-making, the Herbalist has recipes for very powerful magical concoctions. External links Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Standard Edition for iPad on PlayFirst Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Collector's Edition for PC/Mac
on Big Fish Games Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Standard Edition for PC/Mac on Big Fish Games Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Strategy Guide for PC/Mac on Big Fish Games Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Standard Edition for iPad on iTunes Retrieved from " A lot of times in this game the pieces players pick up may only be
used as they get to the next scene. After traveling to the Barge City, retrieving and using the Book of Water, Lyra learns that the Eternal Storm spell can be stopped by the seven magic signs of the Crater of Time. Game producer Aaron Norstad explained: "That isn't to say it is overtly dark in theme, but there was a goal to move this chapter in a
direction that is a little more serious in the events that transpire in the mystical fairy realm within the Dream Chronicles world."[4] Making this installment was different from the previous ones. The second figurine is hidden inside the Obelisk, behind some cryptic symbols that Lyra must decipher. There are not so many improvement in gameplay
overall compared to other Dream Chronicles games. Retrieved 2011-08-31. There are 24 main scenes and nine large areas featured in the game: The Village of Wish: This is the tiny town of Wish, where Lyra lives with her parents, Fidget and Faye, and her grandparents, Tangle and Aeval. ^ a b Jim Squires (2011-11-19). "Dream Chronicles: The Book
of Water is here!". The walls are there to keep the outside world outside, and are secured with complex weighted locks first seen in Dream Chronicles. Overall, there are so many things to do in this game that you may end up dizzying. After all, they verdict: "Without either a fully fleshed-out story or substantial puzzles, The Book of Water’s beautiful
series of images is just an ephemeral mirage."[13] As PlayFirst had initially announced and The Book of Water's final scenes implied, there would be a sequel called Dream Chronicles: The Book of Fire to be released. The town is surrounded by tall walls, not to keep the residents inside, for they have no desire to leave the safety and warmth of their
community. Ultimately, you’d zoom out as possibly far as you could, at the point where you could make a swipe on the screen for surveying your whole kingdom. The second beta version of this game was also leaked on January 18, 2011. Then, it happens to be a huge nasty world beyond the walls of your small city. Smith (2011-05-27). Lyra picks up
the note left by her mother Faye, and surprisingly discovers that her family's biggest rival, the Fairy Queen of Dreams named Lilith, came to Lyra's house with her 10-year-old son, Kenrick. It is the fifth installment in the Dream Chronicles series, the fourth sequel to 2007's Zeebys-winning game Dream Chronicles, and the middle part of the second
unfinished trilogy titled Lyra's Destiny. Lyra enters the field and digs to find a chest. At the last attempt, Lyra travels to the Barge City in hoping of finding the missing mother, a cure for father, and a way to keep "The Book of Water" from falling into Lilith's hands. The Nexus Gateway: This is the transportation hub that fairies use to travel quickly
from the fairy realm to the mortal realm. You will find a total of 9 there, each of them being 9x larger compared to a completely zoomed-out screen filled with stuff. But who is in need of it? ^ a b c d e f g Neilie Johnson (2011-05-03). Faye is writing notes for her daughter Lyra before leaving to find a cure for her husband FidgetAn 18-year-old half-fairy
half-mortal girl named Lyra had a strange dream in which she could not seem to wake. The Observatory: The magic telescope is used to convert constellations into molds. Each edition was quickly available on PlayFirst's exclusive partner, Big Fish Games, on the following day of each release date. After having been disappeared for 10 years, Lilith
returned to look for a magic item called "The Book of Water". Just as Faye has completed the third one, Lilith transports her to a strange, unknown Prison of Fire. And, if you’ve any sort of dictatorial desires at all, feel free to give this game a shot. The Clockmaker's House: This is a distant frozen tundra from where the Clockmaker, a powerful if
solitary fairy, synchronizes time both in the mortal and fairy worlds. ^ a b c Merlina McGovern (2011-06-15). It is more of a quest-like adventure than a traditional hidden object game, a mixing of adventure and puzzle game. The streets are cobbled, lined with colorful dwellings and stores. This is also a very arid and quiet place, in the middle of the
desert, but people must still live in those houses carved into the rocks. Then Aeval guides her to board a boat to Barge City, and Faye is told to reforge three of seven figurines by using three lens hidden here. on PadGadget". The animation was not designed in 3D as KatGames did in previous games. All objects that players are able to pick up will
serve a purpose, whether they are used in that scene or not. Waking up from this dream, Lyra soon realizes her real-life situation, and lands her airship from the storm safely. And these speed up cards, you need to collect them by buying or playing with gems directly. Retrieved 2011-05-03. But soon after The Book of Water was released, since July
2011, PlayFirst cancelled releasing casual games on PC/Mac platforms in order to focus on its growing mobile gaming market.[8] Because PlayFirst hold the Dream Chronicles trademarks, KatGames must have their approval in order to develop a new sequel, thus KatGames had to move on with other projects. After retrieving all of seven magic signs
in the Crater of Time, Lyra returns to Wish to place them on the Lilith's statue, and banishes the thunder and lightning. Retrieved 2011-04-24. This gives more meaning to your traditional five to ten minute gaming periods more meaning, as you can do stuff quicker & let larger projects take place at the background while you do some other thing.
Fidget managed to send it away to the Barge City, while her fairy grandfather Tangle was distracting them. There happen to be lands of crops you can harvest, barbarians that you can ambush at several extents of hardships, forts of barbarians that you can raid, cities of enemies, logging camps, & lots and lots more. While the developer KatGames had
already planned for some things while making The Book of Air, they were faced with a new challenge of making the Collector’s Edition extra special. Furthermore, due to that early cancellation, the game's development time was cut short to fit PlayFirst's game schedule. "Is PlayFirst out of the PC gaming business?". "Dream Chronicles: The Book of
Water -- CE Detail". "Dream Chronicles: The Book of Water Collector's Edition Detail". The faster how players can complete the game, the more Dream Jewels and Dream Pieces they can find, the fewer times they skip puzzles, the better score they will earn. Casual Charts. For instance, Joan of Arc & Sun Tzu. Plus, you are able to have plenty of them
at the same time, which command the troops at the various sections of your map. Retrieved 2011-11-25. "The Collector's Edition brings something from the first trilogy which many fans will probably like... Do this now, place your 2 fingers on top of the screen & draw them together. The Barge City is an enchanting fishing village built over the water
and the home of many fishermen and merchantsThe Herbalist's House: The herbalist is a mortal who acquired fairy knowledge and experimented with potions from various plants. They had to have the needs of their own people as well as keep tabs on the horizon, finding new places to dominate & waiting for the approach of the battle flags of the
opponents’ army. Beyond the walls of Wish lie lush forests and winding roads that, eventually, lead to other larger towns. "We wanted to make something complementary but also completely playable as a whole game,"[4] Miguel Tartaj, founder of KatGames, said of the development process. It was released worldwide as a digital download under two
editions, Collector's and Standard—on April 24 and May 27, 2011 respectively—by PlayFirst. Now Lyra had found her way home but as she approached her beloved Town of Wish, she found it beset by a terrible storm. Featuring loads of puzzles and logical quests with different difficulties, The Book of Water still assure that puzzles are well-tricky and
tightly blended with the story, which is a typical feature of quest or click-and-point games. As PlayFirst had initially announced and The Book of Water's final scenes implied, there would be a sequel called Dream Chronicles: The Book of Fire to be released. Three of these figurines are no longer missing as Faye has forged replacements for them, then
The Book of Water reveals the locations of other four figurines for Lyra. Due to that cancellation, The Book of Fire will not be developed and released, and The Book of Water was the last collaboration between PlayFirst and KatGames. There is also a help system at players' disposal. The hint or objective disappears from the board when is achieved.
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